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Sellafield – one of the 10 proposed sites for new
nuclear reactors.
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NFLA briefings on planning, cancer rates and radiation doses
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Mayors for Peace involved in Scottish Parliament NATO event
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Why should EDF fund a bypass
– East Anglia Daily Times
New nuclear consultation can’t
go ahead with unsafe reactor
designs – The Guardian
Is nuclear really affordable as
EDF suggest? – The Guardian

New nuclear is a worry to
Ireland – Irish Times / Belfast
Telegraph
Why is Dungeness discounted
but Sizewell kept on the list? –
The Guardian
New nuclear build – an
expensive red herring? – Daily
Telegraph
Are we should new build could
keep the lights on – Financial
Times
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Forthcoming meetings
NFLA SC and AGM –
2 – 4pm, Thurs 3rd
December, Rm
100, City Hall,
Cardiff and 10am
– 2pm, Friday 4th
December, Council
Chamber, City
Hall, Cardiff.

NFLA SC 2010
Meetings –
29th January, 26th
March, 24th June
and 4th / 5th
November in
Manchester Town
Hall (all to be
confirmed at AGM)

2010 NFLA National
Forum
business
meetings
and
seminars will be
diaried and agreed
at the AGM in
December.

